Aut
, and then the Riemanian metric is given by
This result is obtained using Schwarz inequality, ψ
A diffeomorphism is used to define dual coordinate:
When the cone Ω is symmetric, the map
is a bijection and an isometry with one unique fixed point (the manifold is a Riemannian Symmetric Space given by this isometry):
and 
obeys nontrivial convexity relation given by the Brunn-Minkowsky inequality
Koszul Entropy and its barycenter
From this last equation, we can deduce the "Koszul Entropy" defined as Legendre Transform of ) (x Φ minus logarithm of Koszul-Vinberg characteristic function:
By definition of Koszul-Vinberg Characteristic function, and by use that (ξ the Koszul Density, with the property that:
and [ ]
We can observe that: 
The last equality is true if and only if we have the following relation:
This condition could be written more synthetically:
The meaning of this relation is that 
Relation of Koszul density with Maximum Entropy Principle
We will observe in this section, that Koszul density is solution of Maximum Entropy. Classically, the density given by Maximum Entropy Principle] is given by:
If we take Then by using the fact that ( )
with equality if and only if 1 = x , we find the following:
We can then observe that:
We can then deduce that:
If we develop the last inequality, using expression of ) (ξ 
We have then observed that Koszul Entropy provides density of Maximum Entropy: defined by the generalized energy U (the moment that is defined in dual of Lie Algebra of this dynamical group) and the geometric temperature β , where Φ is a normalizing constant such the mass of probability is equal to 1, 
This tensor β f has the following properties: • β f is a symplectic cocycle (we refer to books of Sympectic geometry for cocycle definition)
• The following symmetric tensor β g , defined on all values of (.)
These equations are universal, because they are not dependent of the symplectic manifold but only of the dynamical group G, its symplectic cocycle f , the temperature β and the heat Q . Souriau called this model "Lie Groups Thermodynamics". We can read in his paper this prophetical sentence "Peut-être cette thermodynamique des groups de Lie a-t-elle un intérêt mathématique". He explains that for dynamic Galileo group (rotation and translation) with only one axe of rotation, this thermodynamic theory is the theory of centrifuge where the temperature vector dimension is equal to 2 (sub-group of invariance of size 2), used to make "butter", "uranium 235" and "ribonucleic acid". The physical meaning of these 2 dimensions for vector-valued temperature are "thermic conduction" and "viscosity". Souriau said that the model unifies "heat conduction" and "viscosity" (Fourier and Navier equations) in the same theory of irreversible process. Souriau has applied this theory in details for relativistic ideal gas with Poincaré group for dynamical group.
We will give in the following the two others main theorems of Souriau on this "Lie Group Thermodynamics". 
where θ is the cocycle associated with the group G and the moment, and
is the image under M a of the probability measure ς .
We observe that the entropy s is unchanged, and Φ is changed but with linear dependence to β , with consequence that Fisher Information Geometry metric is unchanged by dynamical group:
In previous notation, [ ] 0 and , with ) (
defines an action of G on its Lie algebra g , with g a is called the adjoint representation, that is a linear representation of G on its Lie algebra g . This Souriau theorem if based on invariance property of Liouville measure.
FIGURE 1. Souriau figure on Lie Groups Thermodynamics
We will synthetize in Table 1 , then this geometric capacity is related to calorific capacity. Q is related to the mean, and K is related to the variance of U: 
